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Abstract

Taking advantage of the high performance and powerful data processing capabilities of cloud computing technology, externalizing
data to the cloud platform is considered as an inevitable trend in the digital field today. However, ensuring the security and privacy
of data remains a major challenge. To overcome this drawback, a multi-cloud platform is proposed to improve privacy and high
availability of data. A multi-cloud platform that integrates public, private, and managed clouds with a single user interface. Cloud-
hosted data is distributed among different data centers in a multi-cloud environment based on cloud reliability and data sensitivity.
In terms of security, current encryption algorithms are considered to be very efficient, but it requires a lot of resources to handle
this, which is expensive and time consuming. In addition, they also make the data impossible to process without first decoding. To
be specific, traditional public key encryption requires data to be decrypted before it can be analyzed or manipulated. In contrast,
homomorphic encryption is an encryption method that allows data to be encrypted while it is being processed and manipulated. It
allows user or a third party, which can be cloud provider, to apply functions on encrypted data without revealing the data’s values.
In this paper, we explore existing multi-cloud-based security solutions using homomorphic encryption to identify open issues and
opportunities for further enhancement.
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1. Introduction

Cloud computing and related technologies are currently attracting a lot of attention from either research or industry.
Michael Armbrust et al [1] define the cloud as ”the long-held dream of computing as a utility”. The National Institute
of Standards and Technology (NIST) gives another definition [2] ”cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous,
convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers,
storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort
or service provider interaction.” The cloud computing paradigm can be described in simple terms as ”everything
as a service”, where data is accessible over the Internet. The most popular ones are Platform as a Service (PaaS),
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) and Software as a Service (SaaS). The advantages of cloud computing are undeniable,
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such as lower computing costs, instant software updates, reduced software costs, and unlimited storage. The multi-
cloud service is the next generation in cloud computing’s development. The necessity to integrate clouds for enhanced
processing and storage capability has become an increasingly relevant subject for IT experts as resource requirements
seem to be increasing inexorably. Concerns regarding vendor dependency and cloud failure have also been highlighted,
both of which might be mitigated by switching to a multi-cloud environment [3]. A multi-cloud approach is a cloud
storage architecture that creates a virtual cloud storage system by combining several cloud storage providers. The
data to be saved is divided into separate blocks and redundantly distributed to numerous cloud storage providers.
However, collaboration with multiple clouds raises security concerns such as increased attacks, loss of control over
data and data privacy issues. To avoid this situation and protect data privacy in multi-cloud environments, one possible
solution is to use fully homomorphic encryption (FHE) to ensure privacy. The goal behind FHE is to allow anyone
to use encrypted data to perform useful operations without accessing the encryption key. In particular, this concept
has applications to improve cloud computing security. In case, a user wants to store sensitive, encrypted data in the
cloud but does not trust her cloud provider or is at risk of an instruder breaking into her cloud account or application,
FHE provides a way to pull, search, and manipulate data without having to allow the cloud service provider access
to the data. Generally, homomorphic encryption is an encryption scheme that allows computations on encrypted data
and obtains an encrypted result when decrypted produces the same result of computations on the original data. The
aim of this work is to offer an architectural framework to help in securing data sharing processes in a multi-cloud
context. To be specific, the paper highlights the ways of achieving secure data sharing through the application of
homomorphic encryption. In the next section, we will survey the state of the art on homomorphic encryption and we
will explore what are the main challenges to tackle in real applications for multi-cloud architecture. Section 3 provides
a detailed description of multi-cloud computing privacy challenges using homomorphic encryption. Introducing the
main contribution that describes a new architecture proposed for the multi-cloud electronic medical records, can be
found in Sect. 4. Finally, conclusions are summarized in Sect. 5.

2. Related works

To enhance security and privacy in the cloud environment, many studies have tried to use different encryption
methods to develop the most optimal solutions. Cloud computing security consists of two areas: security issues en-
countered by cloud providers (organizations that provide software, platforms or infrastructure) and security issues
faced by customers. Innovations and new technologies are fully applied in each part. Therefore, in this section, we
conduct a review of the state-of-the-art of different forms of cloud security and try to find out what advantages and
insufficiencies exist in current approaches.

In [4], the authors brings a solution for the K-nearest neighbors (k-NN) algorithm with a homomorphic encryption
scheme (called TFHE). The proposed solution addresses all stages of k-NN algorithm with fully encrypted data,
including the majority vote for the class-label assignment. Unlike existing techniques, the solution does not require
intermediate interactions between the server and the client.

In MCC context, the authors [5] discuss the security of mobile multi-cloud computing (MMC) and the advantages
for the mobile user(s). They highlight security issues in Mobile Cloud Computing and the main reason to move to
multi-cloud. Similary, the light token has been introduced in [6] to secure the mobile user in MCC environment. In
this approach, the authors introduced a novel attestation schema based on the existing attestation mechanism as well
as traditional enscryptions. Although the stability of the algorithm has been verified, this approach was based on
trusted parties, which makes it difficult to control data and privacy. With other approaches, Fabian et al. [7] suggested
an architecture for exchanging health care information using Attribute Based Encryption and cryptographic secret
sharing. This technique does not ensure the data integrity or efficiency of the full process, which includes uploading,
file slicing, and group sharing, among other things. In [8], the authors present a security platform that allows user
authentication and data encryption. The platform uses the properties of homomorphic encryption to generate a robust
electronic signature. Then to improve the authentication mechanism, the verification tasks are distributed over different
virtual machines so that an attacker can never recover or intercept passwords or other personal information of the
data subject. In the work of Zibouh et al.[9], a multi-cloud architecture has been proposed with fully homomorphic
encryption by using the gentry scheme [10] to enhance the performance and the time of data processing. However if
the size of the file increases, computation overhead arises.
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3. Multi-cloud computing privacy challenges using homomorphic encryption

Multi-cloud has many advantages for the security of user data in cloud computing. Multi-cloud security is one of
the concerns that requires a lot of attention. Many researchers and industry professionals debate on security challenges
such as isolation management, data exposure and confidentiality, VM security, trust, and special security risks linked
to the cooperation between cloud entities. Trust, policy, and privacy, in particular, are key considerations in multi-
cloud systems. We will focus on the customer data protection and identity in this proposal. Cloud data privacy is
critical because sensitive customer information should not be shared with anyone who is not authorized to access
it. When data is stored in many clouds, there should be a method in place to protect data privacy and identification.
When the volume of data is extremely sensitive, clients must disguise their identification traits from Cloud computing
services in order to maintain anonymity. To protect unwanted access during data transportation and storage in cloud
systems, appropriate data encoding techniques should be utilized.

3.1. Literature review of homomorphic encryption

This new encryption paradigm allows any entity (for example, the cloud provider) to operate on private data in
encrypted form without ever decrypting it. The goal of Homomorphic Encryption (HE) is to perform operations on the
plain text while manipulating only ciphertexts. Usually, we must decrypt them and then apply the desired processing to
manipulate encrypted data. For example, one widespread use case is outsourcing healthcare data to cloud computing
services for medical analyses.

More formally an ecryption scheme is called homomorphic over an operation ∗ if it supports the following equation:

E(m1) ∗ E(m2) = E(m1 ∗ m2) (1)

where E is the encryption algorithm and M is the set of all possible messages.

According to [11] Homomorphic encryption schemes can be standardised by four algorithms:KeyGen,Enc,Dec
and Eval. KeyGen generates a pair (public key, private key) for the assymetric configuration and (private key) for the
symmetric version. Enc is the encryption algorithm and Dec is the decryption algorithm.

These three algorithms (KeyGen,Enc,Dec) are common to other conventional cryptosystems, otherwise in homo-
morphic encryption schemes an additional algorithm is needed, the Eval algorithm defined as follows:

Eval( f ,C1,C2) = f (M1,M2) where Dec(C1) = M1 and Dec(C2) = M2 (2)

For some cryptosystems with algebraic structures, some operations are possible. For example, two RSA ciphertexts
can be multiplied to obtain the multiplication of the two corresponding plain texts. We call this property the multi-
plicative homomorphic property of the ”textbook RSA” cryptosystem. Another operation can also be performed on
ciphertexts. For example, in the Paillier cryptosystem [12], we can add two ciphertexts to obtain the addition of the
two corresponding plain texts. We call this property the additive property of the ”Paillier” cryptosystem. For example,
this can be useful when we are interested in e-voting applications to add encrypted votes without knowing the initial
vote.

Rivest, Adelman and Dertouzos first introduced the notion of homomorphic encryption in [13]. Building a cryp-
tosystem with both multiplicative and additive properties was a significant problem in cryptography, until the work
of Gentry [14]. Gentry proposed a first Fully homomorphic encryption based on ideal lattices. The HE is categorized
depending on the number of mathematical operations performed on the encrypted message as following: Partially
Homomorphic Encryption (PHE), Somewhat Homomorphic Encryption (SHE), and Fully Homomorphic En-
cryption (FHE).
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When operations are performed on ciphertexts, the noise increases and too much noise disables accurate decryp-
tion. The bootstrapping approach is used by FHE systems to get around this as stated in [14]. Bootstrapping decreases
the collected noise, allowing further computation. This procedure can be done as many times as necessary to analyze
any particular circuit. However, bootstrapping is computationally costly, so many solutions do not employ it in reality.
Therefore, we recommend the reader to refer to [15] for more detailed information on the different homomorphic
encryption schemes. We have chosen not to describe the entire functioning of cryptosystems due to the lack of space.
Also, selecting secure and efficient instantiations of the underlying cryptographic problem is hard for most of en-
cryption and homomorphic schemes. As with Elliptic Curve Cryptography, post-quantum encryption, and many other
standardization initiatives, new cryptographic concepts take a few years to achieve general adoption in the industry.
FHE is only appropriate for single-user calculations since it needs inputs to be encrypted with the same key. However,
there is a variety of scenarios in which users who have uploaded their big data stores to the cloud in encrypted form
decide to calculate a joint function of their combined data. They may, for example, want the cloud to calculate joint
statistical information on their databases, discover common files in their collections, or operate a computational agent
to make a decision based on their pooled data (without disclosing anything but the final judgment).

3.2. Multi-key Homomorphic encryption

López-Alt et al. [16] proposed the first multi-key homomorphic encryption,a system to provide a homomorphic
evaluation on ciphertexts encrypted with various keys. Unlike general HE schemes, this kind of HE scheme eliminates
the necessity for a key setup step prior to any computation to build a joint key from individual keys. Instead, a
cloud evaluator may dynamically convert ciphertexts from encryption using individual keys for encryption using the
concatenation of individual users’ keys.

We have proposed a solution using the following scheme [17], named MK-TFHE scheme, a first implementa-
tion in the literature to implement an MKHE scheme.which is defined by seven probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT)
algorithms:

• pp←MK-TFHE.Setup(1k): This algorithm outputs public parameters pp given security parameter k
• sk←MK-TFHE.KeyGen(pp): This algorithm randomly generates secret key sk given the public parameters pp.
• ct←MK-TFHE.Encrypt(m,sk): This randomised algorithm encrypts message m with secret key sk and outputs

ciphertext ct=(b,a).
• (ct∗,T ∗) ← MK-TFHE.Pre-process (ct=(b,a1,...,aki),T=id1,...,idk): This algorithm basically extends the input

ciphertext with additional 0’s in order to be able to perform the homomorphic operation over all the underlying
k keys.
• ct∗ ← MK-TFHE.Eval(C,ct∗): This algorithm evaluates circuit C over the l ciphertexts ecrypted with multiple

keys.
• ui ←MK-TFHE.PartialDecrypt(a∗i , skidi ): This algorithm takes as input a∗i from ciphertext ct∗ corresponding to

the party holding secret key skidi and outputs a partially decrypted information ui

• m
′

← MK-TFHE.Merge(b, u1, ..., uk): This algorithm takes as input all the partial decryptions derived from a
ciphertext ct∗ and outputs the final plaintext m

′

4. Our contribution

To further enhance data privacy and reduce the amount of calculations, we proposed more secure system models
by adding more clouds.

Many challenges need to be tackled to apply homomorphic encryption in multi-cloud real-world applications. We
have identified the multi-key homomorphic encryption [18] or the multiparty extenstions ”Threshold setup” of the
library OpenFHE [19] for BGV, BFV, and CKKS schemes, to use them in a multi cloud setup.

We introduce and describe a new architecture proposed for multi-cloud electronic medical records as in Fig. 2.
This model uses homomorphic encryption algorithms to ensure individual privacy in network and multi-cloud envi-
ronments. The advantage of our proposal is that it is based solely on OpenFHE, a reference open-source library in
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the field of homomorphic encryption, and can be easily configured by neophytes. We performed simple homomorphic
operations to prove the feasibility as it is depicted in the next sub-sections.

4.1. Experimental evaluation

We make some experiments in order to evaluate the performance and the usability aspects on a variety of appli-
cations of multi-key and multiparty extenstions ”Threshold” of homomorphic encryption. In the multi-cloud environ-
ment, we use OpenFHE [19] for Homomorphic Encryption and DepSky as a multi-cloud platform.

4.1.1. OpenFHE: Open-Source Fully Homomorphic Encryption Library
We use OpenFHE[19] to implement the homomorphic encryption scheme, a new open-source FHE software li-

brary that integrates a variety of innovative design concepts from previous FHE libraries such as PALISADE, HElib,
and HEAAN. OpenFHE supports various FHE schemes and hardware acceleration backends using a standard Hard-
ware Abstraction Layer (HAL). OpenFHE supports both user-friendly and compiler-friendly modes, with the library
automatically performing all maintenance operations such as modulus switching, key switching, and bootstrapping.
We choose to use a multi-key homomorphic encryption scheme [17], a cryptosystem that allows us to evaluate an
arithmetic circuit on ciphertexts, possibly encrypted under different keys.

4.1.2. DepSky: Multi cloud computing platform
We experiment with our proposal by using DepSky[20] with local storage, a multi-cloud platform that enhances

the integrity, confidentiality, and accessibility of data stored in the cloud. This is accomplished by creating a cloud-
of-clouds by encrypting, enclosing, and replicating all the data across a number of separate clouds. This architecture
addresses the single cloud’s limitations by replicating all of the data in a set, the availability issue of clouds and as
a result the data can be retrieved correctly even if some of the clouds corrupt or lost data. It addresses the loss and
corruption of data issue by using Byzantine fault-tolerance replication to store data in multi-clouds. It addresses the
loss of confidentiality issue by employing a secret sharing schema and erasure codes to ensure that all data that will
be stored in a multi-cloud environment are encrypted.

4.1.3. The Health-Care Use-Case
Nowadays, the application of multi-cloud environment is more and more widespread. Multi-cloud environment is

applied in many different aspects such as information communication, vehicle systems and medical health systems.
While people are paying more and more attention to their medical health, their medical data considered as sensitive
must be handled in a secure way like shown in Fig.1.

Several health-care activities using EHRs (Electronic Health Records) are an attractive use-case for multi-provider
cloud in the healthcare industry: data access by the patients, prescription management application for doctors or other
institutions, and assisted surgery.

The protection of personal health data is a major issue. Indeed, these data can lead to the covetousness of malicious
parties with the aim of generating profits [21]. The three fundamental and main goals of security are: confidentiality,
integrity and availability.

• Confidentiality: Only an authorized person should have access to the information.
• Integrity: Information should be correct, and an unauthorized person should not alter it.
• Availability: Information should be accessible, available, and usable at any time but only by an authorized entity.

4.1.4. Architecture Model
Because many applications may use sensitive data that are distributed over multiple clouds, in our proposal, we

propose a new architecture model that is based on homomorphic encryption in a multi-cloud environment. By com-
bining these two paradigms, we design an architecture model which can ensure the security and the privacy of the
users. The proposed architecture for our proposal is summarized in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 1: ”Healthcare monitoring with a single cloud.”

Fig. 2: ”diagram showing how to manipulate encrypted data on a multi-cloud platform DepSky. On the left, the client encrypts the data before
sending it to the cloud, on the right, the cloud service can process on it.”
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4.2. Detailed experimental results

Our solution has been implemented using OpenFHE and DepSky, and tested on Linux Ubuntu 64-bit machine with
i7-7700 CPU 3.60GHz with four clouds.

The advantage of our architecture is that it is possible to choose among several homomorphic encryption schemes
depending on the needs of homomorphic operations. We did our simulation using four local clouds, nevertheless, it
is easy to deploy by choosing a commercial cloud like Amazon S3, Google Storage, RackSpace Files or Windows
Azure Storage.

For security parameters, we have used the recommended parameters [17].
Table 1 describes the parameter used for our experimentation.

LWE RLWE
n α B d N β
560 3.05*10ˆ{-5} 2ˆ2 8 1024 3.72*10ˆ{-9}

Table 1: Recommended parameter settings for our MKTFHE scheme: n, α and N, β denote the dimension and the standard deviations for LWE and
RLWE ciphertexts to achieve at least 110-bit security level

To show the feasibility of a homomorphic computation on a multi-cloud service we have applied simple operations
such as an addition or a multiplication between two integers, the results obtained are presented in Table 2.

The results obtained are promising compared to those obtained with a mono-cloud service, because indeed the
multi-cloud architecture allows to make parallel calculations over multiple data encrypted with multiple keys, with
an additional negligible cost when we perform the decryption operation using the concatenation of individual user’s
keys.

It would now be interesting to test more complex operations such as applying machine learning algorithms on
health data by using homomorphic encryption [22].

5. Conclusion

Despite the benefits of cloud applications for healthcare, cloud security challenges must be addressed. In this
paper, we introduce and describe a proposed new architecture for Electronic Health Records with Multi-Clouds. This
model will ensure the privacy of people in a network and multi-cloud environment using a multi-key homomorphic
encryption algorithm. The advantage of our proposal is that it is based only on an opensource library ”OpenFHE”
that is a reference in the field of homomorphic encryption, and the configuration is easy for a non-expert. We have
performed simple homomorphic operations to prove the feasibility. However, it would be interesting to explore other
types of more complex operations, such as machine learning algorithms to know the contribution of the multi-cloud
for the acceleration of the computation time.

Number of clouds time of one addition Time of a multiplication Blind rotation key Key-switching key
1 63 µs 1200 µs 0.62 MB 70.3 MB
2 48 µs 580 µs 0.82 MB 79.1 MB
4 25 µs 320 µs 1.03 MB 95.1 MB
8 15 µs 203 µs 1.33 MB 100.3 MB

16 9 µs 124 µs 1.62 MB 120.2 MB

Table 2: Results obtained of the calculation time of an addition and a multiplication by varying the number of clouds, with the size of the blind
rotation key and the key-switching key
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